Ultimate Beginner’s Guide to Practicing the Violin

*Plus Daily Practice Diary and Lesson Notes Worksheets*

Visit RedDesertViolin.com for more!
Practice Smarter, not Harder!

This guide will help you learn how to get better results from every practice session.

Learning how to practice well is a skill, much like learning how to play the violin is a skill. However, many teachers ignore this important skill or assume that effective practicing is common sense. I recommend that you supplement the instructions I give here by watching my free demo videos found at YouTube or at RedDesertViolin.com.

This guide will help you make your practice time **Efficient, Effective, Focused**, and **Results-Driven**.

---

**Efficient**

*Efficient* means that you avoid repeating the same passage too many times before the problem is fixed. Unhelpful repetition is like banging your head against a wall! Instead, after each attempt, STOP. Think. What was wrong? Is it a bow or left hand problem? Do I need to slow down? Do I need to break the passage into even smaller sections? By learning how to solve problems in fewer repetitions, we are also becoming more effective.

---

**Effective**

*Effective* means you can see the problems and fix them. Can you set a goal for yourself and find the path to reach that goal? Practicing effectively is probably the most elusive aspect of learning to practice, because in actuality, you are learning how to be your own teacher, and that takes time. But it will come much more quickly if you are fully aware while practicing—aware of your observations, analysis, attention to detail, and problem-solving abilities.

---

**Focused**

*Being focused* means that you should never practice on auto-pilot, just to put in your time. If you are practicing just to fill your quota or check it off your to-do list, you are WASTING your time! Do not focus on the amount of time spent. Focus instead on what you want to accomplish in the amount of time you have that day.

---

**Results Driven**

*Results driven* means that you should start every single practice session with a few small objectives. At the end of your session, you should be able to list several things you accomplished, such as a problem solved, skills improved, or something learned. It’s all about your mental state going into the practice session and being in the habit of expecting a PAYOUT for the time you spent. Sure, some of your results and rewards won’t be immediate, but the small tasks will be, and that’s what you need to track, because it’s the small tasks that eventually lead to achieving your full potential.

---

Visit RedDesertViolin.com for more!
A Note About “Childish” Analogies
This guide is meant to serve both independent adult students and child/parent teams.

I teach with many analogies, and some of them may seem childish to you as an adult. They are not meant to just be “cute.” They actually serve several important functions:

- First, these analogies have proven very effective in helping hundreds of my private students understand otherwise very abstract concepts.
- Second, the analogies give me a “nickname,” or shortcut in lessons. For example, I can simply say, “Greasy Elbow!” instead of, “Don’t move your shoulder…bow from the elbow!”
- Finally, the analogies make the concepts easier for EVERYONE to remember! I always try to explain the analogy before I use it, but you can click here to see the glossary of analogies at RedDesertViolin.

And of course, feel free to plug in your own analogies and exercises when they make more sense to you than mine.

How Much To Practice
As a beginner, you should be prepared to commit about 30 minutes per day practicing violin. It’s important to be consistent, just like physical exercise. For example, let’s say you decide you’d like to run a marathon. Well, you wouldn’t wake up on the first morning and run five miles, and then the next morning run 10 miles. You train by consistency, with gradual increases in intensity and duration. Furthermore, we all understand that our training approach will be much different if we are training for a marathon versus if we just want to lose a couple pounds.

So it is with violin. Use the running analogy to figure out how much time you need to spend practicing. If you want to be a professional violinist or win a scholarship, you will be spending much more time than if you just want to learn a few basic songs.

Parents should keep in mind that a child’s attention span is much shorter than an adult’s. Do not structure practice sessions to be longer than the child’s focus will last. You can increase the length gradually, but start with EASY practice sessions so the child will begin with the feeling that practicing is easy. Later in this guide you will find dozens of ideas to help parents keep practicing fun and effective.

Make the Most of Every Practice Minute
Dr. Sander Marcus, a licensed clinical psychologist at the Illinois Institute of Technology, insists that learners can benefit with as little as three minutes of practice per day! To get the benefits of a micro-practice session, be sure to:

- Set a minimum time (no more than 5 minutes) for daily practice of exercise material.
- Have a specific series of exercises to do during that time. They can vary from day to day or week to week. For example, one day’s routine for a string player could include one scale on one string, one vibrato exercise, and one bow change. Another day’s routine could include one shift, one scale, and one trill. Choose basic exercises, and always include a scale.
- Play through the routine just once each day. No repeats!
- Play the exercises extremely slowly so you can be aware of every muscle, every sound, every detail of playing. Try to anticipate every move.
- Give full concentration for the full 3 minutes. Do nothing automatically. After all, concentrating fully for just 3 minutes on these exercises is not really asking too much of yourself.
- Once the 3 minutes are up, play anything you want to play. You have paid your dues.

For the full article and more tips from Dr. Marcus, visit his Web site and click on “Music Practice Tips.”
Four Fundamentals for Beginners

The four qualitative fundamental skills for a beginner are:

- Posture and form
- Tone quality
- Intonation
- Clean playing

The next section will show you how to work on each skill. Ask your teacher to please help you focus on these four fundamentals and make sure you check out the helpful demo videos and articles on my YouTube channel and at RedDesertViolin.com.

How to Work on Posture and Form

By "posture and form," I mean the way you hold the violin and the bow when you play. This skill is very easy to do right when you pay attention to a couple small details. Unfortunately it's just as easy to do wrong, especially if you haven't been taught the right way.

As a beginner, you should devote the first five minutes of every practice session to working on getting into perfect playing position and forming perfect bow holds. After a month, you'll only need half that time. In two months, it will be a permanent skill and you won't have to practice it.

Once you learn this right, it becomes habit pretty quickly, and the pay-off is huge! The photos below are a quick guide, but click here to view my video explaining a simple way to get from rest position to playing position.

1: Face your audience with your left hand free.
2: Reach out with your left hand and take a small left-ward step.
3: Grasp your violin by its shoulder.
4: Extend the arm, F-holes facing away from you.
5: Turn your elbow and the scroll down.
6: Tuck the violin under your chin.
**How to Work on Tone Quality**

Tone is different from Intonation. Don’t get the two confused. Tone is your quality of sound, while intonation is the accuracy of where you place your fingers.

A good way to remember intonation is to call it “in-TUNE-ation” because we all know what it means to sing in tune or out of tune. Remind yourself what “tone” is by referring to it as “tone quality” until you get used to the difference between the two.

For beginners, tone quality is mostly a matter of your bow hand and your bowing technique. Later, for intermediate and advanced players, the left hand also affects tone, but you don’t need to worry about that just yet!

For now, there are three keys to good tone quality. 1) Learn to draw a straight bow, 2) Keep your bow on a good, consistent sounding point, also called “the highway”, and 3) Choose the right combination of bow weight and bow speed. I find that learning these keys in that order has the best “flow” for skill acquisition.

**Key #1 to Good Violin Tone: Straight Bow**

Save time! [Watch the video demo.](#)

At this point, you must understand the concept of the “greasy elbow.” Please click here right now to [watch the video demo.](#) Greasy elbow means that you are moving your bow by moving your elbow joint, and NOTHING ELSE. (especially not your shoulder!) A lot of beginners I observed played like they had a bunch of rust built up in their right elbow...it was frozen in place, leaving only the shoulder to pull the bow. You need to do just the opposite—move your elbow, and NOT your shoulder. (Your shoulder moves to assist with string crossings)

Important Note: While you are learning “greasy elbow”, it is very important to only play from mid-bow out to the tip. DO NOT play lower than the middle of the bow! You can place a sticker at the mid-point of the stick to remind you. This is important, because playing near the frog requires a whole different set of skills...be patient! All in good time!

1. Do the “Scrub a Dirty Doggie” exercise: (you will not need your bow or instrument for this exercise):
   a. Stretch your left arm straight out in front of you.
   b. Place your bow hand (right hand) on top of your left arm near the elbow, and cup your hand over your arm.
   c. With your right hand, brush down your arm, and up your left arm, down, up, down, up. Watch your right elbow! It is doing all the work, and this is perfect greasy elbow! Notice your shoulder is not moving at all. Now try brushing your arm with the Twinkle Variation A rhythm. Also, [click here to watch a video](#) for examples and exercises for this valuable skill. Watch the third video on that page.
Besides learning to use a greasy elbow, you must understand the difference between straight and crooked bow. Straight means your bow is traveling parallel to the bridge, and at no time would the two lines ever intersect. Be picky! Even a slightly crooked bow will diminish your tone quality.

Next, you must be able to see whether your bow is straight or crooked. I don’t recommend looking down at your bow for this. It is way, way too deceiving, and you will think it’s straight when it’s really crooked. You need to look into a mirror, or have an assistant to help spot you for a while.

You can also spotlight it on your own with a mirror. This position is a little awkward, because you have to stand so that your F-Holes are facing the mirror, and you’ll have to turn your head to the right to see in the mirror. This is not a natural playing position, but if you don’t have an assistant, you’ll have to do it. I never had an assistant for this, and it is harder, but it can be done! Actually…you’d have to turn your head to the right to see your assistant ANYWAY, so…duhhh….I guess it’s just more fun with a friend!

Now try Greasy Elbow/Straight Bow on Open A.

1. Now try playing with greasy elbow on open A. Just do this with Twinkle Variation A rhythms, over and over. Look in a mirror:
   - Make sure your shoulder isn’t moving!
   - Make sure you are only using the top half of your bow.

2. Try the entire Twinkle Variation A, focusing on elbow movement.

Once you have mastered Greasy Elbow and can spot Straight Bow and Crooked Bow, it’s time to move on to the following advanced straight bow exercises:

1. Place the bow on the A string, near the middle of the bow, and make it perfectly straight. Memorize this feeling. Close your eyes, and try to get back to that straight position without peeking. Open your eyes and check. Do this until you can nail it. Do this on all four strings.

2. (This one is much harder) Place the bow on the A string near the TIP, and make it perfectly straight. Memorize this feeling. Close your eyes, remove your bow from the string, and try to get back to that straight position without peeking. Open your eyes and check….do this until you can nail it. Do this on all four strings.

3. Later, you will do this exercise near the frog, but not yet.

4. You should now be aware of how very different it feels to be straight near the tip versus being straight near the middle.

Now apply these Straight Bow skills to your repertoire:

- Play through your review material—scales, Twinkles, any songs you are pretty comfortable with. Look in the mirror, or have an assistant help you to watch for crooked bow.

- A good game to play either alone or with your assistant is to say, “Freeze”…then don’t move a muscle until you can check in a mirror or have your assistant tell you how you did. If you’re crooked, don’t move until you understand which way you need to move to correct it! Otherwise you’re wasting time by not teaching your brain how to anticipate the problem!

**Reminder:** While first learning to use straight bow, try to use only the upper half of your bow, and stay away from the frog. The lower half of the bow is a whole other skill set. Be patient, and master the top half of your bow. Place a sticker in the middle of your stick and avoid going below the sticker.
Key #2 to Good Violin Tone: Practice Your Sounding Point and Stay on the Highway

The sounding point is the point on the strings where the bow touches the strings. All of those sounding points together form what I call a “highway.”

Beginners should play in the middle lane of the highway. In other words, play half-way between the bridge and your fingerboard—not too close to the bridge, and not too close to the fingerboard. This is where you want to be 90 percent of the time, anyway.

Be careful—gravity will pull your bow toward the fingerboard, so you will most often need to pull the bow toward the bridge, just to break even. Be aware that the index finger controls this pulling motion. (Try pulling the bow from the fingerboard to the bridge…see? Your index finger does that job.)

Here are some exercises to help you cruise on down the highway:

1. Practice in a mirror, or have an assistant “spot” for you. You can look at your sounding point, but you’ll go a little cross-eyed.
2. Play all your familiar tunes and scales, while watching your sounding point.
3. Close your eyes. Play on the highway. Then play off the highway. Learn to recognize the difference in the *feel* and in the *sound*. When you hear yourself go off the highway, FREEZE, then look and see which way you went off the highway before you fix it. That’s how you teach your brain what your tendency is and how to avoid it.

Key #3 to Good Violin Tone: Balancing Bow Weight with Bow Speed

In general, most amateurs play with “wimpy” bow, or with too little bow weight, because they are afraid of making a scratch or a crunch. Don’t be afraid of making a screech! (True story: I once heard Perlman crunch in a live, sold out performance of 2,000 people. Did he cringe or stop or apologize? No! He just kept playing with a look of pure joy on his face.)

Your very best sound is just one hair away from a great big crunch, and you will never know what your best sound is until you go too far and make a big ugly sound! Go ahead and experiment with how much bow weight your violin can take before it screeches. Use all the strength in your bow hand while still using a proper bow hand. If you ball your hand up in a fist and then use all your strength, then yes, you might break your violin or bow. But if you use a proper bow hand, you will not break your violin. Finding that sweet spot just this side of a crunch is just a matter of experimentation.
Practicing Bow Weight: Bow Benders

I use an easy exercise called “bow benders” to increase the strength of the bow hand.

1. Simply place the bow on the A string at the tip.

2. Pronate your bow hand until you can bend the stick of the bow enough that it touches the horse hair on your bow, as shown here. This is quite difficult at the tip. You might have to try this a few inches away from the tip to start with.

3. Do this exercise every day, and try it on all four strings. Be patient, and take care not to strain your muscles.

I am bending the bow until the horse hair touches the wood. Important: Make sure to use a correct bow hold. If you ball up your fist during this exercise you could damage your bow.
How to Work On Intonation

For beginners, the best intonation work you can do is to get your tapes in the right spot, tune your violin properly, and practice getting your fingers exactly on the tapes! For best results, use 1/8 inch automotive pinstriping tape (3.17 mm), not 1/4 inch (6.35 mm).

Some people don’t like to use tapes, but I do. Beginners have enough to worry about without wondering where the heck their fingers should go! You can remove the tapes sometime in Suzuki Book 2. (That’s always a big moment!)

It’s important to realize that there is one right spot and a thousand wrong spots to play a note! A hair’s breadth can truly make the difference between being in tune and being out of tune. Here are some awesome exercises to help you hit that right spot every time.

1. Finger placement:
   a. Practice getting your first three fingers on the tapes. (Three Pigs)
   b. Then practice getting your three fingers exactly on the tapes without looking. (Three Blind Pigs)
   c. Then practice getting your three fingers exactly on the tapes quickly and without looking. (Three Blind Pig Races) Of course, you will peek after the fingers are all set, to see how you did. Try to remember which fingers tend to miss, so you can anticipate and correct it.

2. Practice the songs you know very well while looking at the tapes. Make sure you cover up the tape completely, but not too far! If you cover the tape up too much, you’ll be sharp. If you leave part of it showing, you’ll be flat. BARELY cover the tape, but cover it. If you can still see part of the tape, then you are probably not in the exact right spot.

3. Then, close your eyes and listen! (You could also have a spotter tell you which finger missed the most tapes, or how many tapes you missed in total.) It is more beneficial if you learn which finger tends to miss the tapes, and which direction you are missing them—too low or too high. This allows you to anticipate and correct the problem before it happens.

Remember, the goal of every practice session is to increase your awareness, learn to anticipate, and ultimately to avoid making the mistakes you know you tend to make. This includes breaking bad habits, learning good habits, finding wrong notes and fixing them, and learning to pinpoint the source of the problem so that you can fix it with the least effort and greatest efficiency.

For more refined intonation work, I use the Suzuki “Tonalizations” exercises from Book 2. These are exercises using only the notes A, D, G, and E….do you see something interesting here? Those notes are all open strings. When you play an A on the violin, wherever that A may be, it will vibrate sympathetically with your A string—if you play it in tune. It will sound ringy, full, and will vibrate the teeth out of your head! If it’s not in tune, it will sound as dead as a doornail!

When you use these Tonalizations exercises, first practice getting your third fingers on the D, G, and E strings to ring and vibrate like crazy. Make sure your finger only touches one string! If you “fat finger” this exercise, you can kill your vibrations and you won’t get a ringy note.

Next, try to play the Suzuki Tonalizations exercises in Book 2. Go slowly, and play each note more than one time. Go ahead and fish around and see if you can find the maximum ringiness on each note! You will eventually recognize the sound when you are exactly on the right spot.

Check out the demo video: A Simple Approach to Violin Intonation.
**How to Work On Clean Playing**

Clean playing is basically a matter of making sure your bow and fingers only hit one string at a time. This skill is more difficult with songs where you have to cross strings a lot. It's a coordination game ([see the demo video on clean playing](#)).

To work on your bow hitting only one string at a time, you need to work on using your shoulder’s ball and socket action to help move you from one open string plane to the next plane. This means your elbow will travel through space, but it's really due to the rotation of the ball moving in the shoulder socket.

Here is how to practice this movement:

1. Play one of your twinkle rhythms on the open E string. Stop.
2. Move your elbow through the air (by using your shoulder) until the bow is on the A string. Stop.
3. Play the rhythm on the A string. Stop.
4. Move your elbow through the air until the bow is on the D string.
5. Play the rhythm on the D string. Stop

Etcetera. Mix it up, and you can even skip from E to G. Start with this exercise being very robotic. You can blend the motions later.

It is important for you to distinguish between using your greasy elbow to pull the bow across the strings, and using your shoulder to move the bow from one string to the next. It’s a coordination challenge to keep the two separate, like patting your head and rubbing your belly, but it's a VERY important skill to keep the two motions separate.

To practice your fingers hitting only one string at a time, here is a great exercise:

1. Play on the A string, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0. It’s just a half scale.
2. Now play it again, but try playing Open E along with your scale on the A string.
   a. If your fingers are being lazy, your E string won't be able to sound, and you'll figure out very quickly which fingers are the culprits. Keep in mind that in normal playing, our fingers can sometimes touch other strings and it won’t hurt anything. This is just a good exercise to push you to the extreme and to help you get your fingers arched high, and on tip toe.

Pieces with lots of string crossings will challenge your clean-playing skills. These crossing cause both our bow and our fingers to accidentally snag extra strings. The best example from Suzuki Book I is Minuet II. That piece is the ultimate challenge for clean playing! May Song also has a couple quick string crossings in it, so that is a good piece to watch out for with regard to hitting extra strings.
**How to Work on Ear Training**

We start our ear training by comparing one pitch with another, and distinguishing the higher from the lower. This is easy for some people, but others need to practice and learn what it actually means for a pitch to be higher or lower. Many people confuse louder and softer with higher and lower. Gradually, the pitches we compare will get closer and closer together until they are barely distinguishable.

**Find That Pitch**

Another aspect of ear training is to listen to a pitch played on a violin or any other instrument, and try to match it on our instrument in as few tries as possible. It is harder to match a pitch from an unrelated instrument, such as a keyboard or guitar, than it is to match the pitch played on another violin.

This is because we learn to recognize the timbre of notes on the A string, or the D string, or the E string, which immediately gives us clues and allows us to narrow down our choices. The easiest string to recognize on the violin is our E string, because it has the most metallic sound. But later it is just as easy to recognize when a pitch is played on any of the other strings.

So, when you are ready to make this exercise more difficult, have someone play pitches on any instrument you can get hold of...even if it is just an electronic pitch generator.

**Snippets**

And finally, a more advanced way to develop our ear training is an exercise I have named “Snippets” (or did I get that from my colleague, Patricia?!)

Snippets are sequences of two or more notes played by someone else, which you then repeat. This exercise requires an assistant, but the notes can be played on any instrument. Start out with just two or three notes played in “scalewise” fashion, going stepwise, either up or down, or both.

Later when you are good at hearing and repeating scalewise motion, your assistant can start skipping notes here and there, in an “arpeggiated” fashion. This is much harder. Your assistant shouldn’t do large skips at first. Just skipping one note for now is good.

**Why Do Ear Training?**

Having a well-trained ear will help you immensely. By training our ears, we learn to differentiate one pitch from another, how to quickly find a pitch on our instrument, and how to hear the infinitely small difference between a pitch that is in tune versus one that is just barely out of tune.
How To Practice Scales

As a beginner, you should tackle three main tasks as you practice scales.

1. Be accurate with where you place your fingers. Be extremely picky with getting your fingers exactly on the tapes. Your goal is to be able to hit them accurately without peaking, so make sure you are working toward that.

2. Be able to name the notes in your scale as you play them. Although I don’t have my students learn to read music until later, I do like them to learn very early the names of the notes on their fingerboard. Then when they learn to read music, it’s not such a black hole of abstract concepts when playing songs...you have some perspective to keep you oriented.

3. The final task for your basic one octave scale practice is to familiarize yourself with three main finger patterns, (which fingers are close together). You will start to notice that scales that start with open strings tend to have a certain finger pattern, while scales that start with the first finger tend to have a different finger pattern. Pay attention to this, and commit those patterns to memory. They will serve you well in the near future.

Suppose you are a beginner who just made it through all the Twinkle Variations. You will probably learn an A and D Major scale first. When you practice your scales, try to apply ALL the concepts and skills you have learned in the Variations.

As you do that, remember the four fundamentals—Posture, Tone, Intonation, Clean Playing—as well as Greasy Elbow, Highway (sounding point), Fingers on the Tapes, and apply as MANY of those skills as you can to the scale all at once.

I call this technique “skill stacking,” which means your brain has to perform more than one function at a time. If you can’t keep track of all those things, start with one skill, then stack two skills, then stack three, etcetera, until you can combine all the skills successfully. For a helpful chart of skills you can stack, see the skills table in the “Bonus Materials” section of this guide.

Once you can do this you have the qualitative or aesthetic skills under your belt, but you’re not done yet! Now you must learn to simultaneously be aware of your note names, finger patterns, and eventually, what position you are in—the intellectual stuff. This takes incredible focus!

- Try naming the notes in your head as you play them.
- Be aware of what finger pattern the scale you are playing uses. (Which fingers are close together?)
- As you do this, make sure your qualitative skills are still solid!

Eventually, the qualitative skills will become automatic. Perhaps for some people, the intellectual skills are automatic too, but I still have to concentrate to remain aware of my key, my position, note names, etcetera. (Maybe I just need to practice more!)

You can also practice scales using the rhythms you learned in the Twinkle Variations. This is a good skill that will en-
able you to transfer a rhythm from one piece and apply it to another, and it keeps you sharp on your Twinkle Variations.

As you can see, scale practice should never be just by rote, or just going through the motions. Your brain must be very engaged and know what is going on every step of the way. If you are playing scales on auto-pilot, just to pass the time or because you know you are supposed to practice scales, then you are wasting your time. Practice with PURPOSE—every minute!

I introduce one-octave arpeggios very soon after I introduce scales. “May Song” is a perfect time to introduce arpeggios, because May Song starts out with an arpeggio. You will practice arpeggios the same way you practice scales: start learning finger patterns, and learn to name the notes as you play them! Good stuff!

Can Adult Beginners Learn to Play Violin? Absolutely!

“The older student comes to me with an idea of what playing the violin should sound like and will often give up when they realize just how difficult it is. Before I accept an older student, I explain just what they are in for, and try to determine if they are really willing to “go for it”. Once that is settled, I focus on helping the student build confidence through small successes. We focus on one point at a time as much as possible. Tradition dictates that a person must be very young to learn the violin, but I find that adults can often learn quite well with the proper guidance, repertoire selection, and patience. Also, they must learn how to relax, which is difficult for all of us!”

—R. Todd Ehle, ‘Professor V’ (Check out his fabulous YouTube videos)
How to Review Old Material

Review every song every day. Period.

Of course, you don’t have a repertoire as a brand new beginner, so you will spend that time on preparatory exercises and reviewing preparatory exercises.

Once your repertoire takes longer than 20 or 30 minutes to review, then you will split your repertoire in half, and review half your songs every day, and the other half on the other days. Once your repertoire gets larger than 40 to 60 minutes, split it again.

Your songs should never sound worse than the day you pass them off for your teacher. Keep this in mind as you review. Make a list of your repertoire. As you review, you’ll find that some songs are not as polished as others. These should go on a “B” list, and you need to work on them until they make the “A” list….but continue to review your “A” list too! If you can’t nail your review pieces, it might not be just a memory slip—something might be slipping in your technique as well and you need to address it.

Why Review Repertoire?

For several important reasons.

• First, you learned new skills in each of those songs, and until those skills become a permanent part of your technique, you will need little refreshers. Reviewing your old songs is the perfect refresher.

• Second, if you don’t use it, you lose it. It would be a shame to work hard all year long, and then only be able to recall the last two songs you did, especially when it’s such an easy matter to routinely review your repertoire as a small part of your daily practice.

• Third, you can also use review songs to apply difficult new skills. It’s hard to apply new skills to new songs. It is best to be able to pull out a bunch of your old songs when you are trying to learn a new technique. I constantly re-use the old repertoire while my students learn 3rd position, vibrato, spiccato, and other advanced techniques…but only so far as the specific songs lend themselves well to the new technique.

• Finally, reviewing is the fun part of practice! That’s when you get to enjoy the fruits of your labors! It’s also nice to be able to pull out your instrument and play numerous tunes when people ask you to play.

How to Begin Learning a New Piece

I know some people don’t like the concept of relying on recordings to learn pieces, but as a beginner, you have to listen to a lot of recordings in order to get an ideal sound in your head so that you can emulate and imitate it! Once you are intermediate or advanced, you can work on finding your own source of inspiration!

When learning a new piece, a beginner should listen to a recording of it. If you put it on as background music, that’s ok, but it’s not really going to do you very much good. Sure, it’ll get into your subconscious, but it’s not very useful to you there.

Focus on it as you listen. You need to get several bits of information: How fast or slow is it? What mood is it? What style is it—dance, march, waltz, etc? What sort of bowing do you hear? Smooth, bouncy, short and choppy, etc? Listen to it enough that you find you can sing along, and you know what part is coming next.

Once you are familiar with the new piece, try to figure out what key it is in. What finger pattern is it going to use? Can you play a scale in that key? (You can peak at the music to figure out the key if you need to)

Find your starting note. I always like to pluck my notes when I’m trying to figure out a passage by ear, because I can play along with the recording and hear myself as well as the recording. But that is just a matter of preference.

Once you figure out all the notes, try to listen for bowings. Listen for slurs, staccatos, or just plain old détache’. At some point, you’ll need your teacher to check your work, or check the music. You can also watch a video of someone playing the song, and check out their bowings.
In the Suzuki tradition, people are very religious about using the right bowings. Although many people are over-zealous, following printed bowings is good training for orchestral and group playing, where it is important that bowings match. Therefore, although I don’t like some of the bowings printed in the Suzuki books, I have my students adhere to the printed bowings through Book 4.

How to Budget Practice Time

As a very beginning student, you still have quite a few tasks and skills to practice. You will practice holding the violin and the bow properly (posture and form); you’ll practice recognizing good tone from bad; you’ll practice keeping your bow on the sounding point (driving in the middle lane of the Highway) and keeping your bow straight (bow control). All of these skills are the very first things you must master. If you do, you will have a very good strong foundation for more advanced skills.

Your first month of daily practice sessions should look something like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice Time: 30 minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five minutes posture and form exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 2-3 minutes bow hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 2-3 minutes violin hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3 minutes ear training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 minutes preparatory exercises (before you learn how to play anything)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 10 minutes bow hand exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 12 minutes violin hand exercise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Later in the month, you will be able to add another skill to your practice—the left hand with right hand exercises. So you should spend less time on the exercises above to make time for five minutes of bow hand/violin hand combined exercises.

After about a month or so, you will be playing your first song. My students’ first song is from the Suzuki repertoire, the Variations on Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star. The first variation is called Variation A. By the time you can play this variation, you have dozens of skills and tasks that you need to practice, such as:

• Perfect violin posture
• Perfect bow hold
  o Keeping the bow on the sounding point
  o Drawing a straight bow
  o Recognition of good or bad tone
  o Greasy elbow
  o Clean, coordinated string crossings
• Left hand technique:
  o Fingers can find the tapes without peeking
  o Fingers can get on the tapes quickly
Fingers are curved properly, lifting from base knuckles
- Wrist is properly set
- Left hand is relaxed and not squeezing the neck
- Left hand knows exactly where to contact the neck

These skills will get you all the way through the entire Twinkle Variations, with a lot of refinement and a lot of small, new details thrown in.

So, with all these new skills in mind, this is what your second month or so of violin practice should look like:

**Practice time: 25-36 minutes**

2-4 minutes posture and form exercises
- 1-2 minutes bow hand
- 1-2 minutes violin hand

2-3 minutes ear training

6-9 minutes preparatory exercises review
- 2-3 minutes bow hand exercises
- 2-3 minutes violin hand exercises
- 2-3 minutes combined hand preparatory exercises

15-20 minutes Twinkle Variation A
- Focus on one skill at a time, then try combining two or more skills (skill stacking). This is great for building the cognitive ability to track more than one task.

Once you finish the Twinkle Variations, about 6-8 lessons later, your daily 30-minute practice sessions should look something like this:

**Practice time: 30-42 minutes**

2-4 minutes posture and form exercises
- 1-2 minutes bow hand
- 1-2 minutes violin hand

2-3 minutes ear training

3-6 minutes preparatory exercises review
- 2-3 minutes bow hand exercises
- 2-3 minutes violin hand exercise
- 2-3 minutes combined hand preparatory exercises

3 minutes scales

8-10 minutes reviewing twinkles
- Focus on one skill at a time, then try combining two or more skills (skill stacking). This is great for building the cognitive ability to track more than one task.

8-10 minutes new song

4-6 minutes polished song (one you plan to perform or the last one you perfected for your teacher)
Keeping Practicing Fun, Focused, and Effective for Independent Adult Violin Students

Pure Gold here, please read and absorb this section:

To keep your practice time effective, the first thing you need to guard against is thinking “I must spend X amount of time practicing every day, regardless.”

Don't focus on the amount of time spent. That is just a guideline of what is probably appropriate for your current playing ability and your ultimate goals.

More importantly, focus on what you want to accomplish in the amount of time you have that day. After every single practice session you should be able to list small tasks that you completed. If you are just practicing to kill time so you can check it off of your “to do” list, then you are most likely WASTING your time!

It's all about your mental state going into the practice session, and being in the habit of expecting a payout for the time you just spent. Sure, some of your results and rewards won't be immediately apparent, but small tasks will be, and that's what you need to track, because it's the small tasks that eventually add up to your dream coming true.

It's important for you to understand WHAT motivates you. Are you motivated by rewards, by praise, attention, pressure, deadlines, the simple satisfaction of an achievement? Once you understand this about yourself, you will understand how you can motivate yourself.

For example, I am a goal-oriented person. Setting a goal and putting it in writing is all it takes to get me fired up, so many of my ideas for my adult students are based on goals. If you are not goal-oriented, that's ok, I've included ideas for you too!

Motivation by Goals

Several tricks fall under this category, and I love them all.

1. Pick a dream-song you absolutely LOVE that is out of your reach right now, but which is attainable in a year or less. You can often find simpler versions of very cool pieces. Ask your teacher for help finding a version that is attainable for you, or visit us at www.reddesertviolin.com and post your question. We'll help you find a good arrangement of your dream song.
   a. Then, you need to figure out all the skills you need to acquire to be able to play that piece. You may need to learn five pieces before that one to acquire the skills you need. But that dream-song is the carrot dangling in front of your nose to keep you fired up! My dream song in eighth grade was Praeludium and Allegro by Fritz Kreisler, and you can ask my teacher to this day if she has ever seen a kid so fired up as I was that year!

2. Set a performance date and write down the song or songs you will perform, and for whom. Invite those people to your performance NOW, and really commit to it. This can be a simple dinner party with friends, it could be for your kids, your partner, or for church or your child’s school class!

3. Decide what level you want to be at in a year. If you are good at goal-setting, break it down into monthly and weekly plans for what you need to accomplish to stay on track for your yearly goal. Ask your teacher for some input on this, or visit us at www.reddesertviolin.com.

4. Pick a group you’d like to join….maybe a community orchestra or even a professional group, if you are advanced. Figure out what level you need to be on to make it into that group, break it down into weekly steps you need to take, and go for it!
Motivation by Rewards
You know how to best reward yourself, but here are some realistic ideas:

1. Reward yourself every time you practice 30 minutes for 6 days in a row. (I like to encourage my students to take 1 day off per week.) Only you can choose the appropriate reward, but some things I have done for myself in the past are going to the movies, extra TV time, a bubble bath, or buying a book I’ve wanted. These rewards should be small, but meaningful, or your motivation could get very expensive!

2. Set a milestone such as a difficult piece, or completing a Suzuki book. Once you reach that milestone, reward yourself with something special—dinner out, a new item of clothing, a new violin toy you’ve been wanting, or better yet, concert tickets or a CD for the style of music you ultimately want to play!

Motivation by Pressure and Deadlines
Many of us are conditioned to respond to pressure and deadlines. That’s okay if that’s what motivates, but keep it healthy!

1. Set a performance date, and the song or songs you will perform, and for whom. Invite those people to your performance NOW, and really commit to it. This can be a simple dinner party with friends, it could be for your kids, your partner, or for church, or your child’s school class!

2. Put a calendar on the fridge. Write a goal and the date it must be completed. You and your entire family will see this goal every time the fridge is opened—and believe me, kids LOVE to point out how quickly the deadline is approaching!

Motivation by Attention and Praise
See above under “Pressure/Deadlines.” It’s all about your mental state. Some people feel the pressure, others see the chance for attention and praise. There’s nothing wrong with that! Bask in the glory! You’ve worked hard!

1. Give performances regularly in church, social groups, or for family and friends. Be careful not to wear out your welcome, though, because no matter how good you may sound, you don’t want to monopolize your audience! Always leave them wanting more! On the other hand, spouses and children, it’s their duty in life to listen to you as much as you want. Don’t worry about wearing out your welcome on them!

Other Forms of Motivation

1. Some periods in my life have been harder than others to get the practicing in. During those times, I found that I would talk myself out of practicing if I could not devote an entire hour or half hour. FALSE! You’d be surprised what you can accomplish in just 10 minutes, especially when you know that’s all you have. Do NOT fall into this line of thinking. Every minute counts, it really does.

2. I used to have a “practice hat” and also a “practice shirt”. These were sacred items of clothing, which, once I put them on, changed me into a super-focused violin fiend. When the hat was on, there were no phone calls, no doorbells, no nothing that could interrupt the practice session. It was MY time, and everything else could wait for one hour. Think about it…what emergency can’t wait for one hour? Very few…and you’ll know it when it happens. Pick your magical piece of clothing.

3. Sometimes it helps if you have a safe place to leave your violin out of its case so you can dive right in without delay. Also, each time you are nearby, you can play a repetition of something you know well. But please make sure you have considered all the possible accidents….dogs, cats, birds, children, balls, etc. Don’t take any risks with your instrument. It’s just not worth it.
4. Again, I encourage you to visit the article by Sander Marcus, by clicking here. It talks about how to avoid falling into the trap of feeling like nothing you do is worthwhile unless you do it on a grand scale. Apply the concept of micro-practice. Don’t adopt the mindset that says, “if I can’t do a full 30 minutes, I’m just not going to do anything. I’ll just feel like a failure.” You can accomplish a TON in 3 minutes of concentrated micro-practice and you’ll feel like a success.

**Keeping Practice Time Fun and Effective for Child/Parent Violin Teams**

*much of my information for this section comes from Elaine Worley, of Pocatello, Idaho*

Parents, you have a big, hugely important job! You are the main teacher in this whole process. It is more important that you understand a concept at a lesson than for your child to understand it. Pay close attention and take notes! For every minute your child spends in a lesson, you will spend 6 minutes!

I highly recommend that parents learn to play the Twinkle Variations. This small amount of exposure to playing the instrument is going to give you more perspective than YEARS of explaining could. Consider renting a full size instrument for 2 months when your child is first starting lessons. Trust me—your child is going to get a huge rush from the fact that you are engaging in the same activity they are. There’s no better feeling in the world!

*This next paragraph is pure gold, if you truly understand it and take it to heart:* The best reward for your child is quality time with you! A compliment, a hug, and your approval is more motivating than any material reward you can offer. That is the beauty of being a Child/Parent team. This is an opportunity for you and your child to learn to work together as a team to solve the problems that will face you both as your child learns to play the violin. It is beautiful to watch relationships develop as mutual respect and trust begins to take root with the parent and child. This is your opportunity! Give lots of hugs and compliments! That is the most important thing to remember.

- Keep a positive attitude. For every criticism, give two or three compliments. A spoonful of sugar…Children will adopt your attitude toward practice time! Although it may feel like a chore to you, you MUST approach it with enthusiasm and excitement! This is your special time together! Remember, the main goal is to create better hu-

**Practice-Time Traps to Avoid for Parent-Child Teams**

- Don’t yell, coerce, or guilt your child. Always practice in the spirit of love.
- Don’t have your child practice if a friend is over or if something else more exciting is going on.
- Don’t practice in a chaotic environment with TV, crowds, etc. It’s hard to focus in chaos.
- Don’t force practice when you know you or your child is irritable.
- Don’t make practice sessions too long or difficult.
- Don’t compare the child to other siblings.
- Don’t call attention to the amount of money you have spent on instruments, lessons, etc.
- Avoid saying “Later”, because later never comes.
- Never withhold love.

Visit RedDesertViolin.com for more!
man beings, not to create child geniuses.

- Laugh and play as you work. Until your child begins to appreciate the satisfaction of her own accomplishment and a job well-done, she needs the satisfaction of having fun. Keep in mind that kids don’t really “get” or appreciate delayed gratification. That is a concept you need to introduce gradually, and increase the delay of gratification gradually. Meanwhile, practicing needs to seem like fun.

- Only work on one task at a time. Eventually, you will combine tasks, but not NEW tasks! They need complete focus.

- It is normal for kids to not like to practice. That’s okay. Make them do it anyway, just like you would make them take their medicine or eat their vegetables. Maintain your positive attitude and enthusiasm anyway. It still matters.

- Keep practice time free from chaos. Turn the TV off. Don’t take phone calls. Let this be a time of calm and focus. Your child will sense that this time is a priority, and it will impact his attitude.

- Never compare your child with others. If there are problems or concerns, never discuss them in the presence of your child. Do it privately.

- Don’t try to guilt your child into appreciating violin lessons. Don’t emphasize your financial investment in the instrument or the lessons. This is not the point, and it totally de-values the intrinsic, priceless value of the intrinsic rewards your child will naturally enjoy, namely, quality time with you, approval, hugs, and praise.

- In addition to hugs, praise, positive attitudes and such, here are some collected ideas from Suzuki teachers around the world. Most of these ideas are not my own, and anytime I know where a unique idea came from, I give credit to the individual.

### Practice Games and Gimmicks for Child/Parent Teams

*compiled ideas from Ruth Whetstone, Marie Parkinson, Rebecca Fuller, and myself*

Most people will only use a handful of these ideas, because some will work wonderfully for your child and others could be disasters! You’ll probably know which will work on your child.

1. Help the child be his or her own teacher. Let the child decide how long to practice, how many times to repeat something, or what to do at the next practice session. Have the child plan his or her free time, and structure violin practice into the plan. Review the lesson plan. Allow him or her to choose what to work on first.

2. Stars and stickers on a chart will never go out of vogue! Use for repetitions, problem spots, consecutive practice sessions, etc.

3. Always be positive. This takes practice! Instead of, “That was really sloppy, let’s do it better.” Try this: “That’s good! Now let’s play better by doing such and such.” Avoid words like “don’t”, “no”, “bad”, “awful”. Always put it in a loving, positive framework, even if you have to fix something horrible. Always in the spirit of love.

---

**No Bribes, Please**

Right out of the gate, I want to discourage you from offering your child bribes for practicing. (Rewards and incentives are slightly different, if presented in the right spirit.) It is a well-established fact that when humans get paid to do an activity that they once enjoyed, they lose the passion for that activity, whether they get paid more or less to do it. A study was conducted on a group of children who loved to draw pictures. (It was a famous study, and it was earth-shattering, but I can’t recall where it was done at the writing of this guide.) In the study, children who loved to draw were given money to draw pictures on a regular basis. After a short time, most of the children lost interest in drawing pictures, and in fact became harder and harder to get them to draw. Paying them robbed them of the rewards they were originally getting from drawing, the inherent satisfaction of creating something, having someone else appreciate what they had created, and the attention that it garnered. In other words, there are subtle rewards you can give your child that mean more than all the candy and money in the world.
4. A consistent practice time each day is helpful. You could split practice time into work time and play time. (nitty gritty practicing, then fun and games)

5. Listen to recordings of your child’s pieces! Enjoy them together!

6. See all, ignore much. Pick only one thing at a time to work on.

7. Have a home concert once a week or every so often for family. Teddy bears make great audiences, too!

8. Allow the child to play through the entire piece at least once per practice session. This is her gift to you, and you need to stop, take the time to hear it, and appreciate it. Constant interruption or criticism only discourages.

9. If you acknowledge what your child did well, she will trust your judgment when it comes time to offer criticism. (After all, you noticed that she really nailed the three pigs section…)

10. After an actual performance (of any magnitude) please only give praise and positive comments. This was your child’s offering and gift. Later you can discuss other points or issues.

11. Don’t work ahead of your teacher’s lessons. If you find yourself running out of material, do more repetitions! If you are truly moving quicker than your teacher, ask him/her for supplemental material. Chances are, you are missing details that need more practice time. However, it is easy for your teacher to increase the intensity if necessary.

12. Line up your child’s favorite dolls or toys on a couch. Have him play a piece for each one.

13. Make a Bingo card with certain practice tasks on it. Allow your child to attempt to get a “Bingo” by doing each task in a row. You can take this a step further by drawing tasks from a hat, and the child must do the tasks, hoping he can get five in a row. If he gets Bingo in a single practice session, give a special reward.

14. Grant special privileges earned by practicing.

15. Have your child pick from a deck of cards, and repeat a technique or passage as many times as the card’s value.

16. Use M&M’s, chocolate chips, cheerios, raisins, etc. With every successful repetition, your child is rewarded with a goody. An unsuccessful repetition results in Mom or Dad eating the goody! Kids really get into this.

17. If your child plays something incorrectly or wrong, first praise her, then ask her to try to play it again even better. (Maybe offer a suggestion on what might make it better.)

18. Use coins. Add a penny for every successful repetition in a row. Have him deposit each coin into a piggy bank. Take the opportunity to make each repetition better.

19. Ask your child to be the teacher. Have her instruct you on how to play a piece or technique, and then have her demonstrate.

20. Record your child playing a piece. Have him critique the good and the bad.

21. Alter a board game like Candyland or Monopoly to use for review songs or practice tasks.

22. Celebrate graduating from a Suzuki book. (Make a favorite meal, bake a cake with the number of candles on it matching the Suzuki book number)

23. Arrange for your child to play duets with a friend or neighbor.

24. Listen to awesome violin music and other music. If you need recommendations, check this post at Red Desert Violin, or ask your teacher.
25. Write the assignments to be practiced on pieces of paper and put them in a hat. You know the rest of this game!

26. Use dice to determine the number of repetitions on certain tasks. Feel free to cheat and have them roll 3 dice! You can also have the dice numbers correspond to tasks numbered on a piece of paper.

27. Make your own dice out of Styrofoam cubes from a craft store. Glue or write the tasks on each side of the dice.

28. Try baking a treat or favorite dish, but have your child “purchase” the ingredients by playing certain pieces. (Twinkle Variation A is worth 2 eggs if played correctly, etc.) It might be best to set aside the ingredients purchased by the child until practicing is all done and all ingredients are purchased. Then put the violin away and enjoy time together baking a treat.

29. Have your child play a different song in every room of the house. (They get a kick out of it if you include bathrooms and closets!)

30. Try drawing a mystery picture during a repetition practice. If your child needs to play a specific passage 10 times, make sure your picture has at least 10 parts. Let your child guess what the mystery picture is going to be. Mr. Potato Head or Cooties are other versions of this game.

31. During winter, fold some white paper, and allow the child to make a cut for each task completed. At the end of the practice session, hang up the snowflake. You can see how many snowflakes the child can make in December.

32. Try using play money from the dollar store or a monopoly game. Decide beforehand how much each measure or each song is worth. Let your child “purchase” items from your play music store once the set amount is earned. Have several small items to be purchased, such as lip gloss, silly putty, etc. I would allow your child to earn 1 item, for a set price. Make sure you charge enough money for the item that your child really puts in some good hard practice to earn it. I would use this game sparingly, because it verges on “bribes”, but if you handle it right, it falls under the category of games and incentives… I know…it’s a thin line…

33. Ask your child to teach you to play the passage. Make sure they demonstrate.

34. When trying to extend your practice sessions longer, try making marks on a tall, thin candle. Light it and practice until the candle burns to the mark. Space it so that the candle will burn down in a week or two, then celebrate when you make it to the bottom of the candle. You could practice by candlelight, too! That’s a fun twist!

35. Make a practice chart with fun stickers on it. Remember progress needs to be something your child can see and touch.

36. Stop practice sessions before the attention spans are gone. This is important to end on a good note.

37. Play “One Giant Step”. After he plays a piece or passage successfully, allow him to take one giant step, see how many steps it takes to get from point A to point B. (my house would be only one giant step…so choose this game accordingly…)

38. Play Tic Tac Toe, Hangman, or some other brief game. Every 7 minutes of practice, play a round! Eventually, you can go every 10 minutes, etc.
39. Younger children who are getting interested in money love this one: Once a month, you could have Nickel Day. For each piece played correctly, she gets a nickel. For really tough passages, you could have the stack of nickels sitting right where she can see them….very motivating!

40. Make a spinning wheel, or take one from an old board game. Put tasks or pieces on it. I like to combine this with cards. The child spins the spinner for the song, and draws a card for either the number of reps, or with a task written on it. For instance, the spinner lands on “Twinkle Variation A”, and the child draws a card that says, “Perfect Posture”. So the child will have to play all of Variation A with perfect posture. Later on, you can put two or three tasks on the same card and your child will be able to do it!

Visit RedDesertViolin.com for even more ideas from me and RDV members, or share your own unique ideas with us!
Bonus Materials

Free Stuff to Stick Up On Your Studio Wall!

- Skills Stack Menu for Effective, Focused Practicing
- Lesson Notes and Weekly Plan
- Daily Practice Worksheet

Visit RedDesertViolin.com for more!
Skills Menu for Daily Practice

This ‘Skills Menu for Daily Practice’ is simply a list of many of the various skills you have acquired, or will soon acquire. It sometimes helps to have comprehensive list at your fingertips, so that when you are practicing, you can choose and keep track of the many tasks you have. Using this Menu, apply 1 task to any song, then add another task, and another, until you can manage ten tasks simultaneously with ease. Keeping this table handy in your practice room will help you practice more effectively and stay focused. Please write in more skills as you learn them. If you don’t know the skills listed yet, make a point of learning them, or visit RedDesertViolin.com.
### Posture and Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Left Hand</th>
<th>Right Hand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>____ Thumb placement</td>
<td>____ Curved pinky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____ Index finger placement</td>
<td>____ Curved thumb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____ Pinky curved</td>
<td>____ Curved thumb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____ Pinky not in basement or fly away</td>
<td>____ Index finger on lapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____ Wrist placement</td>
<td>____ Index finger pad on leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____ Holding violin, general posture</td>
<td>____ Middle and ring finger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tone Quality

- ____ Straight Bow
- ____ Greasy Elbow
- ____ Sounding Point (highway)
- ____ Bow Weight vs. Bow Speed
- ____ Tone Pie

### Intonation

- ____ Fingers on Tapes
- ____ Fingers on Tapes quickly
- ____ Fingers on Tapes no peeking
- ____ Ringy Notes
- ____ Tone Generator (drone pitch)

### Clean Playing

- ____ Fingers touch only 1 string
- ____ Bow touches only 1 string
- ____ String crossings are timely and accurate
- ____ Elevator elbow
- ____ Knuckles slant UP (pinky knuckle highest)
- ____ Fingertips hit strings on “corners” or “Targets”
Intellectual Exercise

___Name the notes
___Name the finger pattern
___Name the key and finger pattern
___Name and Play "White" (Natural) Notes

Scales and Arpeggios

___Tapes
___Ringy Notes
___Key and finger pattern
___Name the Notes
___Twinkle Rhythms
___Skill Combinations

Ear Training

___Pitch Comparison
___Match That Pitch
___Name That Pitch (after matching it)
___Snippets

Reviewing Repertoire

___Skill Stacking
___Focus on 1 skill
___A List
___B List
Lesson Notes and Weekly Plan

Use this page to better capture what you learn in your lessons so that you can practice more effectively in the week that follows. Feel free to copy, shrink, or change this to suit your needs.

Ask if your teacher is willing to write their notes on this page for you. If not, don’t stress. Write it down as soon as you get home, or during your lesson. It will be worth the time spent because these notes will aid you in organizing and focusing your practice time all week long!

Print multiple copies of this Lesson Notes document, and put one copy in between every 6 pages of your “Daily Practice Diary Worksheet,” thereby forming a Practice Journal and Workbook, which will include a log of your practice, as well as a record of your lessons.
## Lesson Notes and Weekly Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twinkles</th>
<th>Tonalizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale/Arpeggio</td>
<td>Technique Reminders / Skills to Work On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Pieces (Tips and Reminders)</td>
<td>New Piece Tips:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Practice Spots:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening / Ear Training</td>
<td>Note Reading / Sight Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Daily Practice Diary and Worksheet

Below is your daily practice worksheet. Print it out, copy it, use one daily. It will help you to stay on task and to focus your practicing for RESULTS! All I ask is that you keep my web address visible when you photocopy this document.

As you set your daily practice goals and tasks, be sure to refer to your “Lesson Notes” worksheet so that you will base your daily practice on the things emphasized at your lesson, whether with a live teacher or online. Also, keep a copy of the “Skills and Tasks Menu” reference, and decide which skills you need on each section of your practice. Once you get the hang of it, you are welcome to change the worksheet or scrap it altogether! You don’t want to spend more time organizing and planning than you spend actually practicing!

Good luck, and happy practicing!
## Daily Practice Worksheet

**Date:** ______________

### Scales:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posture</th>
<th>Tapes</th>
<th>Special skills needing work:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Note names</th>
<th>Finger patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intonation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonalizations / Ringy notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch generator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New Song: ______________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goals Achieved?</th>
<th>Y/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goals for today:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y/N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y/N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Review Songs (have a printed list handy of A Songs and B songs. A songs are polished, B songs need work)

Skills to focus on while reviewing A songs:

B song tasks for today:

### Note Reading / Sight Reading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks achieved?</th>
<th>Y / N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tasks:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ear Training: (Mark which exercises you did, and how it went)

**Note comparison**

**Match that pitch**

**Name that pitch (after you match it: )**

**Snippets**

**Other**